[Efficacy of magnetic levitation elastic mandibular elevator in treatment of mild or moderate obstructive sleep apnea].
Objectives: To investigate the clinical efficacy of magnetic levitation elastic mandibular elevator (MLEME) in treatment of mild obstructive sleep apnea (OSA). Methods: Twenty one patients with mild or moderate OSA confirmed by polysomnographic (PSG) examination were recruited from the First Affiliated Hospital with Nanjing Medical University between June of 2016 and June of 2017. Their PSG parameters, daytime Epworth sleepiness score (ESS) were compared before and on treatment of MLEME. In addition, any side effects and discomfort were observed during MLEME treatment. Results: Comparison of parameters during and before MLEME treatment revealed a significant decrease (all P<0.05) in apnea hypopnea index [(9.3±6.2) vs (15.6±7.8)/h], arousal index [(6.2±3.4) vs (10.3±5.4)/h], percentage of sleep time with less than 90% oxygen saturation (3.9%±2.7% vs 9.8%±3.5%), daytime ESS (6.3±2.3 vs 11.2±2.8); but a remarkable increase (all P<0.05) in mean and minimal pulse oxygen saturation (97.2%±0.9% vs 94.7%±1.1% and 87.6%±2.8% vs 81.7%±4.6% respectively). All patients could tolerate MLEME treatment well with no complain of discomfort. Following wearing of MLEME, X-ray lateral film of head and neck revealed a significantly longer distance than that before MLEME treatment from tip of uvula to posterior pharyngeal wall [(11.9±1.8) vs (9.6±1.5) mm](P<0.05). Conclusions: MLEME could significantly improve sleep respiratory parameters and daytime sleepiness of OSA without side effects. Its long-term efficacy for OSA remains to be further explored.